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I would like to express o1r my deepest appreciation to all those who provided us tre
possibility to complete this report. A special gratitude we give to our lecturer, Mdm Noor Emma
bind Shamsuddin, whose conhibution in stimulating suggestions and encouragement he$ed us
to coordinate our writing this report about product life cycle about Milo.

Furthermore, we would also like to acknowledge with much appreciation the crucial role
of our member, rvho gather the informatiorq gave any usefirl suggestion and helped to complete
the process ofmalcng this report of product cycle about Milo. Last but not least, many thanks of
each of the member for making this report whose have invested their firll effort in guiding the
team in achievingthis goa1.
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HISTOI{Y *S'h{IL*

The birth cf MILO in Malaysia is around 1950. MILO, Tonic Food Drjnh this well-loved
beverage begins its joumey in Malaysia. It has played a role that goes far beyond a beverage and

become a crucial part of Malaysians' daily lives today. MILO is the fustto use the nation's battle
cry, "Malaysia Boleh!" W'ith MILO, at the heart of this winning spirit, Malaysia has since blazed

through eyery new milestone in achieving impossible. In 1999, MILO come up with B vitamfus
that help release the energy from foo{ MILO fuels for those who drink it wit}r positive energy

all day. After that, in the year 2002, the popular chocomalt beverage is now fortified with
ACTIGEN-E, a unique combinaflon of 8 vitamins and4 minerals. After inhoduce MILO with
ACTIGEN-E, MILO then intuoduce their drink, with PROTOMALT. PROTOMALT, is a special
malt, exhact made from malted barley grains. Found only in MILO, this is a key ingredient that
naturally provides the energy and nutuients the bdyneeds. In the year of 2006, MILO becomes
the biggest sponsorship in Malaysia sports. MILO begins sponsoring events to cultivate a

thriving sports culhre in Malaysians. Today MILO sporuors more than 200 ofthese events at
various levels each year, from interschool to national championships,
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Introduction stage is the first of four stages in product life cycle. At this stage, milo was

the first producer of chocolate and malt drink. And their main focus at this stage is the flavor as

they maintain selling the original flavor to possible consumer. At this stage, milo might have

limited competition in marketing chocolate and malt and it easier for them to market their
product. During this stage, milo able to charge affordable prices or even perhaps, higher prices to
costurner that will evenfually become the average market price. Therefore, at this stage, milo
have higher chances in making people aware oftheir product because the competition is low.

GROWTH STAGE

At the growth stage, milo main consurner is everyone and the main target is 3 to 13 year

old male and female children and sportsmen as at that age they are tend to be active in studies

and sports. Therefore, milo produce a pro&rct which the product is rich in vitamins B, C, D and

helps to energize body. [n order to athact targeted consrlmer, milo organize and offer
competitions like futsal campetitioq firn-nrn and breakfast with Milo. This is to ensure their
targeted conslrmer aware of their existence as a marketer of energy drink. Besides, at this stage=

milo able to influence the behavior of buyer especially in choosing and buying aspects and by
that the sales of milo is increasing.

MATURITY STAGE

After passing the growth stage, milo then enter the maturity stage which at this stage the

competition is wide and competiti.ve. At this stage, milo need to compete otter competitors like
vico, horlick and ovaltine. Because these are the products which has the similarity with milo.
With sales reaching their peak and market is in maximum presffire, it might be hard for milo ta
maintain their sales and profits especially during the time where the compettion is intense. In
order to sunrive in the competitioq milo must look for irurovative way to sfoengthen their
product to make it more appealing to the customer especially in the aspects of packaging,

promotion and the benefit. The most important thing is milo must know how to play with the
prices according to the situation and condition of existence market. This will help milo to
maintain or even perhaps, increasing their sales and profits.
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DECLINIF{G STAGE

The last of the product life cycle stages is declining stage, which is the product of milo
might fall in terms of both sales and profit. But milo still have the opporhrnities to manufacture

new products or improve the existing products. For instance, Milo came out with new packaging
which is bigger (8009), regular (4009) and smaller (2009) packet rather than using tin and it is
easier for customer to choose their desire packet. Besides, Milo also produce 3 in 1 product in
economical and efficient pack which has variety of smaller packet so that easier for people to
bring it everywhere at any time. Next, milo also have boxes ddnk in bigger (11ike), regular
(200m1) and smaller {125m! size which some of milo competitors didn'thave, On the other
hand, milo also came out in variety of flavors like moch4 cereaf high-calcium in order to
modify the existing flavor which is original. The other product they offer to customer apart from
drink is milo chocolate nugget, ice-cream, chocolate-bar and breakfast cereal. Even at this stage,

milo product is still viable and usable to crxtomer because they come out with variety types of
products than other competitors,
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